SPA Motorcycles
18 Runnings Road Cheltenham GL51 9NQ
Sales: 01242 583031

Email: spamotorcyclescheltenham@gmail.com

Keeway Blueshark 45 2022
The Blueshark 45 rocks a 10” full-colour HD IPS screen, with a smart
operating system.

£3,649 +OTR
from £72.73 p/m

The Blueshark focuses on modern urban commuters who'd like to have a reliable, innovative, green and
easily handled electric scooter. A high-speed gear motor and dual LFP batteries ensure power and driving
distance. Automotive technologies such as ADAS, IPS HD panel screen, and 74 sensors embedded along
with Android-based ArkRide OS support the Blueshark to provide a safe and smart riding experience. The
large display that exhibits the amalgamated information is beautifully integrated, praised overall for its
advanced look by the press that is very fitting for an electric scooter, derived from its combination of an
iconic exterior design and modern details. The ability to change the balance between power performance
and cruising distance, by using its two batteries in parallel or sequentially. The Blueshark is powered by a
cutting-edge permanent magnet gear motor, with performance that far surpasses that of any typical wheel
hub motor. Be prepared for an adrenaline rush when you start your ride! A market-leading range of just
under 60 miles when using eco mode also sets the blueshark apart from the competition. Other features
include keyless ignition, either using the remote fob or by using the fingerprint scanner which can have
multiple users added to the system. One of the most secure scooters on the market with a built-in alarm
system which not only gives an audible warning and flashes the lights once activated but also locks the rear
wheel meaning the scooter cannot easily be moved. Adding another level of security is the built-in tracker
which can be viewed via the blueshark app on your phone and also gives you access to many other features.
Another key safety feature of the Blueshark is the built-in camera system which records your trips and stores
them on the internal harddrive and cloud system. Meaning should you be involved in an accident or your
scooter is stolen you can access the video recording remotely. It's more than capable of keeping up with city
traffic and has enough pace to pull away from the traffic lights ahead of the crowd.

Engine
ENGINE TYPE
Permanent Magnet Gear Motor

AIR FILTER
n/a

EXHAUST SYSTEM
n/a

FINAL DRIVE
Other

STARTING
Electric

DISPLACEMENT
50cc Equivalent

MAX. TORQUE
201Nm

CERTIFICATION
Euro 5

COOLING SYSTEM
n/a

PRIMARY DRIVE
n/a

BORE X STROKE
n/a

LUBRICATION
n/a

CLUTCH
n/a

BATTERY
1440w

ENGINE OIL
n/a

COMPRESSION RATION
n/a

FUEL SUPPL
n/a

GEARBOX
Automatic

SPARK PLUG
n/a

Chassis
FRONT SUSPENSION
Fork

FRONT RIM TYPE
Alloy

FRONT BRAKE
Disc Brake

HEADLIGHT LAMP
Full LED

REAR SUSPENSION
Twin Shock

TAILLIGHT LAMP
LED

REAR BRAKE
Disc Brake

Dimension
LENGTH
1880

UNLADEN WEIGHT
116kg

WIDTH
700

PERMITTED TOTAL WEIGHT
200kg

HEIGHT
1200

USABABLE TANK VOLUME
60 Miles

GROUND CLEARANCE
140

RESERVE
n/a

Colour Options

Black White

Contact us
SPA Motorcycles
18 Runnings Road Cheltenham GL51 9NQ
Phone: 01242 583031
Email: SPA Motorcycles
Website: https://www.spamotorcycles.co.uk

Working Time
Monday-Friday: 9am-6pm
Saturday:
9am-5pm
Sunday:
11am-4pm

SEAT HEIGHT
740

